
Comments on the 

memorandum by Ruth-Gaby Vermot-Mangold

Situation of gays and lesbians and their partners in respect to asylum and 
immigration in the member states of the Council of Europe

The Asylum Group of LBL, the Danish Gay and Lesbian Organisation, would like to put forward some 
comments on the Vermot-Mangold memorandum. 

'Particular social group' and 'humanitarian grounds'

Article 7 of the explanatory memorandum reads:
"7. There is an urgent need for recognition in Europe that persecution for reasons of sexual orientation 
is a valid ground for granting asylum. Several Council of Europe member states (Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Latvia, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, the United 
Kingdom) already explicitly recognise in their asylum law or practice that lesbians and gay men 
constitute "members of a particular social group", in the wording of the 1951 United Nations 
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, or have granted asylum to lesbians and gay men on 
"humanitarian grounds". In this respect, persecution should be understood to encompass that by state 
and non-state agencies, as well as severe social ostracism and bodily harm inflicted by family and 
society."
(emphasized by present author)

To the best knowledge of the Asylum Group this statement is not true. As for Denmark we are 
convinced it is not true: homosexuals have been granted asylum i Denmark (and the other countries 
mentioned) but never for the reason the persons were persecuted because of sexual orientation. Always 
there has been added some other 'official explanation' to the descision.

Furthermore, none of the countries mentioned have laws or any other legal documents stating that 
homosexuals constitute 'members of a particular group'. 

In Denmark asylum cannot be granted on 'humanitarian grounds'. In the law 'humanitarian grounds' 
appear only in §9.2.2 which does not concern asylum but the granting of permit of residence. The 
granting on humanitarian grounds is given directly and personally by the minister if internal affairs. 
Such granting has never been given to a lesbian or a gay man because of persecution for reasons of 
sexual orientation. 
  The paragraph is very seldom used; in 1999 approx. 75 cases. It is used predominantly for persons in 
terminal stages of deseases or to families with small children from areas with are scenes for ongoing 
war. The Asylum Group has proposed to use the paragraph for hiv-infected persons from regions 
where treatment is not offered – to no avail though..

If the report wording on 'particular social group' and 'humanitarian grounds' is based on any 
substantiated evidence the Asylum Group would be very interested in attempting having the Danish 
authorities recognizing in writing that lesbians and gays constitute a 'particular social group' or that 
homosexuals may obtain asylum on humanitarian grounds. It is the expectations of the Asylum Group 
that such a recognition would never be stated.



Same sex relationships and immigration

The article 9 of the explanatory memorandum reads:
"9. Immigration policies in most member states clearly discriminate against same-sex couples. These 
policies inflict immense suffering on lesbian and gay couples who face separation or deportation of one 
of the partners who is not a citizen. Only Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom recognise same sex relationships for the 
purposes of immigration."
(Emphazised by present author)

It is the opinion of the Asylum Group that that the recognition of same sex relationships for 
immigration purposes is in practice severely restricted. 
  In the discussions previous to the amendment og the law on registered partnership (1999) LBL 
suggested to the minister of justice that the existing restriction - i.e. one of the partners should be Danish 
citizen and be residing in Denmark - be changed so that one of the partners should be a Danish citizen 
OR be resident in Denmark. However, the changes eventually proposed (and accepted) were that non-
Danish citizens could get a registered partnership if both have resided in Denmark for two years. This is 
effectively eliminating the use for family unitings. It is only applicable for two residents in Denmark 
with foreign citicenships.
  Furthermore the Asylum Group have had cases where where even granting of tourist visa was denied 
– recently we had a case where the partner of a Russian engineer working in Denmark in a large 
inernational tele communication company was denied a tourist visa for visiting Denmark. Evidently it is 
impossibly to provide an authoroty recognized documentation for living together in Russia.

General comment

If the report is considered a tool for putting e.g. Rumania under political pressure it is understandable 
that an attempt is made to portrait at least some member states of Council of Europe in a positive 
manner. However, asylum policy in Europy is highly restrictive and exclusive. Describing some 
countries open towards homosexual reugees and immigrants results in two problems:
The conclusions of the report and a subsequent statement by the Council would be vulnerable to critical 

investigation which would indicate that gays and lesbians do not obtain asylum as homosexuals. 
Such conclusion could be used by Rumania to claim hypocracy from the other countries.

A report with this text would  deprive us a political weapon. Together with other NGOs the Asylum 
Group is continously working on having the concept of 'particular social group' recognized by 
the authorities and substantiated in the asylum practice. Thus it is not to our benefice that the 
European Council reports that all is well in Denmark (and other member states).
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